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wanted to inspect some of their kit. . . . Corbeon came in
from Dessye : the same story. The Commercial Agent of
Mogalo in the south, Dr. Agostino, started in a leisurely
manner for the railway : an amateur entomologist, he
spent weeks butterflying en route and mapping out a course
for Graziani if he ever wanted to strike the railway above
the Hawash River. Antonio Prasso, son of the owner of
the Prasso concession in Western Wallcga, took an affection-
ate but expensive farewell of the local governor, whose price
was five hundred dialers, and walked cast to Addis with a
caravan bulging with platinum, gold and assorted corre-
spondence. The Italian missionaries in Kaffa, the south-
west, sewed their more intimate documents into the seats
of their trousers, and struck north-east ominously crackling.
In Addis, Vinci sat down to wait, his gates guarded. He
came out once into the town, to dine with me : visited
the other Legations occasionally under escort. His staff
settled down to finish the cellar, while the Ethiopians
thought out the note which was meant to rid them of this
embarrassing representative of the new diplomacy. Jesus
Afewerk was told by the Emperor to leave Rome.
Vinci said he had no instructions. In Rome, six days
after the bombardment of Adowa, which was caused by the
Ethiopians' aggressive withdrawal of her troops thirty
kilometres from the frontier, it was officially stated that
Abyssinia was clearly responsible for the rupture of dip-
lomatic relations, as it came about on the initiative of the
Abyssinian Government. Surely these unprecedented ar-
guments should be couched in an unprecedented diplo-
matic language : I recommend Esperanto to high-spirited
aggressors.
At ten on a Thursday morning, October 10, Vinci
received a polite note requesting him to leave as quickly as
possible. A special train would be put at his disposal.
Reasons given were the Italian aggression in the Tigre and
his improper use of the Legation wireless for the transmission
of messages to Rome, forbidden on October 3. Vinci
indignantly denied the second accusation, but did not risk
himself on the first. He delayed a little : asked the
Ethiopians to speed up Agostino, which meant in effect to
stop him butterflying. The little man bounced up and
down with fun at his novel position, while his staff sold

